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 tained within closed chambers. Each experi-

 ment was performed within a chamber (5.3

 cm3) with clear plastic windows. Before the

 launch, a double-barreled syringe was load-

 ed with protein solution and crystallizing

 (precipitating) solutions in adjacent barrels.

 The mouths of these double-barreled sy-

 ringes were stoppered during launch and

 landing. The chamber contained an absor-

 bent material that was saturated with a

 solution of the precipitating agent. All solu-

 tions were loaded 24 hours before the

 launch. Once in orbit, crystal growth was

 activated by extruding the solutions onto

 the tip of the syringe, where mixing of the

 protein solution and precipitating agent was

 achieved by repeatedly withdrawing and ex-

 truding the solutions. The suspended drop-

 let was then allowed to equilibrate with the

 surrounding solution of precipitating agent.

 The protein droplets were photographed

 after activation and at 24-hour intervals

 during the 3-day experiments. After 3 days,

 the solutions and suspended crystals were

 withdrawn into the syringes and stoppered

 for return to Earth (8).

 Control experiments on Earth were per-

 formed in equipment identical to that used

 for the shuttle experiments. The control

 experiments were begun 7 days after the

 shuttle landed; the same protein solutions

 and identical loading, activation, and deacti-

 vation times were used in the control experi-

 ments as in the STS-26 experiments. Exten-

 sive control experiments were also per-

 formed in prototypes of the space shuttle

 hardware before and after the shuttle experi-

 ments were completed.

 X-ray diffraction photographs were used

 for qualitative evaluation of diffraction reso-

 lutions. The results from these analyses are

 consistent with the more detailed studies of

 three-dimensional (3-D) data sets measured

 with the area detector systems (9). Because

 evaluation of diffraction resolutions from

 photographs is highly subjective, and is of-

 ten dependent on crystal orientations, we

 have depended primarily on 3-D intensity

 data sets for comparison of space- and

 Earth-grown crystals.

 Intensity data sets from crystals of three

 proteins were analyzed in a variety of differ-

 ent ways (Fig. 1). The largest Bragg angles

 at which usable data could be measured

 were assembled, and the percentage of data

 above background levels throughout the

 data collection range was evaluated. Plots

 were made of average I/C(I) values, where I

 is intensity, versus diffraction resolution and

 of percentages of data above various cutoff

 levels as functions of resolution. Data sets
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 The crystals of most proteins or other biological macromolecules are poorly ordered

 and diffract to lower resolutions than those observed for most crystals of simple

 organic and inorganic compounds. Crystallization in the microgravity environment of

 space may improve crystal quality by eliminating convection effects near growing
 crystal surfaces. A series of 11 different protein crystal growth experiments was

 performed on U.S. space shuttle flight STS-26 in September 1988. The microgravity-

 grown crystals of -interferon D1, porcine elastase, and isocitrate lyase are larger,

 display more uniform morphologies, and yield diffraction data to significantly higher
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 addition, sedimentation of growing crystals,

 which can interfere with the formation of

 single crystals, is eliminated in the absence

 .

 0t gravlty.

 Microgravity protein crystal growth ex-

 periments performed on Spacelab 1 by

 Littke and John (5) indicated that the space-

 grown crystals from a liquid-liquid diffusion

 system were larger than crystals obtained by

 the same experimental system on Earth.

 Experiments on four U.S. space shuttle mis-

 sions in 1985 and 1986 led to development

 of an apparatus for protein crystal growth by

 vapor diffilsion techniques (6). We used this

 equipment for a series of protein crystal

 growth experiments on U.S. space shuttle

 flight STS-26 in September 1988. The re-

 sults of these experiments are presented.

 The vapor diffilsion technique used on

 STS-26 is closely related to the hanging

 drop method (7), and thus the microgravity

 results can be compared with extensive data

 obtained from experiments on Earth. The

 hardware was adapted from that used on a

 series of four shuttle missions in 1985 and

 1986 (6). Crystals were grown in 40-F1

 droplets that were extruded from syringes

 and subsequently permitted to equilibrate

 with solutions of precipitating agents con-
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 quires crystals of suitable size and

 quality for high-resolution diffraction

 analyses. A new development in protein

 crystal growth involves studies of crystal

 growth processes in the microgravity envi-

 ronment obtainable in space (1, 2). The

 major motivation behind these space experi-

 ments is to eliminate the density-driven con-

 vective flow that accompanies crystal

 growth in gravitational fields (3, 4). In
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 overall B values for a crystal, the B value

 being a parameter that reflects the internal

 order within a crystal. Relative Wilson plots,

 also known as difference Wilson plots (10),

 are useful for assessing changes in the inter-

 nal order of protein crystals. These plots of

 ln(EFa2/EFb2), where F is the crystallo-

 graphic structure factor for crystals of type a

 and b, versus 4 sin2 0/A2 (resolution) are

 routinely used to characterize and compen-

 sate for the disordering effects resulting

 from the diffusion of heavy-atom derivatives

 into protein crystals. The slopes of these

 plots are directly related to the difference in

 overall B values for two different crystals, a

 (Earth-grown) and b (space-grown).

 The STS-26 experiments included an en-

 gineered native form of oy-interferon Dl (^y-

 IFN D1). Crystals of oy-IFN Dl are trigonal

 (space group R32, with a = b = 114 A and c

 = 315 i). The crystals were grown from a

 solution of 49% ammonium sulfate, 0.05M

 sodium acetate, pH = 5.9 ( 11 ) . Many crys-
 tallization experiments were performed at

 the University of Alabama at Birmingham

 with this protein over a 2-year period, and
 3-D intensity data sets were collected. For

 STS-26, five crystallization experiments
 were performed under conditions identical,

 except for gravicy, to those routinely used

 for crystal growth studies on Earth. Two

 crystals were obtained that were larger than

 the best that have been produced in any

 ground experiments; one was 50% larger

 than the largest crystal that had been ob-

 tained previously. The overall morphology

 was similar to the Earth-grown crystals.

 The 3-D intensity data for the STS-26

 crystal were compared with data sets ob-

 tained from four Earth-grown crystals. The
 space-grown crystal displayed an increase in
 measurable data throughout the resolution

 range, with a significant fraction of mea-

 sured data beyond 3.0 A resolution, where

 the Earth-grown crystals displayed no sig-

 nificant diffraction.

 Although this improvement could reflect

 enhanced counting statistics resulting from

 the larger crystal volume, examination of a

 relative Wilson plot indicated that the space-

 grown crystal has a lower effective B value.

 This relative Wilson plot is shown in Fig.

 2A, where the data from the space-grown

 crystal is scaled to the data from an Earth-

 grown crystal. If the B values of the two

 crystals were comparable, the relative Wil-

 son plot should be flat with a slope of zero.

 For comparative purposes, a Wilson plot

 based on data from two of the Earth-grown

 oy-IFN Dl crystals is shown. The slope for

 this plot is essentially zero, whereas the

 space versus ground plot displays a positive

 slope throughout the resolution range, with

 a steeper slope at the higher resolutions,

 indicating that the B value for the space-

 grown crystal is lower than that for the

 Earth-grown crystal.

 Crystals of porcine elastase are ortho-

 rhombic (space group P2l212l, with a =

 50.9 A, b = 57.2 A, and c = 75.0 A).

 Crystals were grown by seeding techniques

 from solutions of precipitant (1 .5M sodium

 sulfate, 0.1M sodium acetate, pH = 5.0)

 (12). Small seed crystals were added to the

 solution of precipitating agent in one side of

 the double-barreled syringes. The seed crys-

 tals used were 50 Fm in the maximum

 dimension. A number of well-formed elas-

 tase crystals in the range of 0.5 to 2.1 mm

 were obtained from six crystallization ex-

 periments on STS-26. Comparison of 3-D

 intensity data for a space-grown crystal with

 dimensions comparable to Earth-grown

 crystals studied earlier (13) (Fig. 1B) re-

 vealed that the space-grown crystal yielded

 significantly more data at all resolution

 ranges, with enhancement in the ultimate

 resolution at which measurable data can be

 obtained. The relative Wilson plot (Fig. 2)

 did not reveal a significant difference in B

 values for data in the lower resolution

 ranges, but the higherN resolution data indi-

 cated that the space-grown crystal had a

 significantly lower overall effective B value.

 Crystals of isocitrate lyase are orthorhom-

 bic (space group P2l2l2l, with a = 80.7 A,

 b = 123.1 A, and c = 183.4 A). Crystals are

 grown from a solution of 1.7M sodium

 citrate, O.1M tris-HCl, pH = 8.0. Crystalli-

 zation experiments (14) have invariably re-

 sulted in the growth of dendritic clusters

 (Fig 3A).
 An improved habit for isocitrate lyase was

 observed from the experiments on STS-26.
 Although some dendritic growth was found
 in the space samples, a number of well-
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 Fig. 1. Comparison of diffrac-
 tion intensity data for space-
 grown (A) and Earth-grown
 (A) crystals of (A) Py-IFN D',
 (B) porcine elastase, and (C)
 isocitrate lyase. The y axis
 shows the fraction of data
 with Il(I) 2 5. (A) Space-
 grown -IFN D' crystal and
 the data obtained from four of
 the largest Earth-grown crys-
 tals of -IFN D'. (B) Space-
 grown porcine elastase crystal
 and a porcine elastase crystal
 of comparable size grown on
 Earth. (C) Comparison of in-
 tensity distributions for space-
 grown and Earth-grown crys-
 tals of isocitrate lyase.
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 formed prisms (Fig. 3B) were obtained.

 These prisms belong to the same space

 group as the Earth-grown dendrites, but

 they yielded better intensity data through-

 out the intensity range (Fig. 1C). A relative

 Wilson plot (Fig. 2C) indicated that, except

 at the lowest resolution range, the space-
 grown crystal had a significantly lower effec-

 tive B value than the Earth-grown crystal.

 Of the eight other proteins crystallized on

 STS-26 (15), six did not produce crystals
 large enough for diffraction analysis. One

 produced only a partial data set, the analysis

 of which was inconclusive when compared
 to Earth data. The final protein (canavalin)

 displayed higher resolution ( 0.2 A) on the

 film data, but the 3-D data could not be

 processed because of experimental difficul-

 ties that arose during the data collection

 process.

 The improved diffraction patterns from

 the space-grown crystals may not be entirely

 attributable to enhanced internal order of

 the crystals. Intensity data sets were collect-

 ed in three different laboratories in order to

 obtain the data as rapidly as possible after

 the space experiments and to collect data at

 locations where Earth-grown crystals were
 routinely analyzed. Although the same type
 of area detector system was used in these
 three laboratories, there were variations in
 data collection procedures. However, when
 the results for these experiments are consid-
 ered together, the data indicate that protein
 crystals grown under microgravity condi-
 tions diffract to higher resolution than the
 best crystals obtained under similar condi-
 tions on Earth. The lack of success for six of
 the eight remaining proteins is attributed to
 nonoptimum crystal growth conditions for
 the space experiment.

 The relative Wilson plots indicate that the
 space-grown crystals are more highly or-
 dered at the molecular level than crystals
 grown by the same method on Earth. Under
 microgravity conditions, convective flow
 patterns that accompany crystal growth
 would be eliminated, thus generating a
 more controlled environment at crystal in-
 terfaces. Because protein crystals are rela-
 tively weakly bonded, with water bridges
 playing predominant roles, molecular-pack-
 ing patterns may be more regular in the
 absence of convective turbulence. The abili-

 A

 Flg. 3. (A) Typical dendritic morphology for
 isocitrate lyase crystals grown on Earth. The
 dimensions of this dendritic cluster are 0.74 and
 0.46 mm, respectively. (B) Prisms of isocitrate
 lyase grown on STS-26. The crystal dimensions
 are approviimately 0.4 mm by 0.25 mm by 0.4
 mm.

 ty to grow protein crystals with increased

 molecular order should enhance crystallo-

 graphic solutions by shortening the time
 required to determine the structure and by

 increasing the accuracy of molecular details.
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 Flg. 2. Relative Wilson plot (A)
 comparing space-grown and Earth-
 grown crystals of (A) -IFN D1,
 (B) porcine elastase, and (C) isoci-
 trate lyase. In addition, a relative
 Wilson plot (R) comparing two
 Earth-grown crystals of -IFN
 is shown in (A). S = EFa2/EFb2.
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 Aeromonas salmonicida is inhibited by a proton ionophore and by low extracelllllar pH.
 One possible explanation of these results is that a proton gradient across the outer
 membrane is required for export.
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 Flg. 1. Molecular form 1 2 , .... , .'':h

 of intracellular aerolysin.
 A. salmonicida AS440 ;; i
 (ATCC 14174) contain- _
 ing the plasmid pKW2 ;; =
 (10) was grown at 27°C ^ ! !;; <
 to an optical density at
 600 nm (OD600) of 2.4 in LB. The cells were
 centrifilged and immediately resuspended in the
 sample buffer used in sodium dodecyl sulfate
 electrophoresis (15) and boiled. After electropho-
 resis, the proteins were transferred to nitrocellu-
 lose and immunoblotted with a mouse monoclo-
 nal antibody to aerolysin (16): lane 1, total cell
 contents; lane 2, purified proaerolysin. Identical
 results were obtained with rabbit polyclonal anti-
 body to aerolysin.
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 Recently we cloned the structural gene for

 proaerolysin into A. salmonicida (9). The

 protoxin is exported from the bacteria to the

 culture supernatant, and during export it is

 possible to measure a pool of cell-associated

 proaerolysin. Most ofthis pool can be recov-

 ered by osmotic shock, indicating that it is
 periplasmic, although it may be weakly asso-
 ciated with one of the membranes. When

 the bacteria are transferred to fresh medium

 containing chloramphenicol (to prevent the

 synthesis of new protein), time-dependent

 release of the protoxin results. Here we use

 this system to study the mechanism of trans-

 fer of proaerolysin across the outer mem-

 brane of A. salmonicida.

 In the first experiment, bacteria were
 grown in LB medium atpH 7.5. The results

 in Fig. 1 show that no preprotoxin could be

 detected in the cells, indicating that the

 signal sequence had been removed. This is
 further evidence that most of the proaeroly-

 sin found in these cells has crossed the inner

 membrane. When the cells were transferred

 to fresh media containing chloramphenicol,

 the shockable pool of proaerolysin was rap-

 idly depleted, resulting in the appearance of

 the protoxin in the medium (Fig. 2) as we

 have found earlier. The results in Fig. 2 also

 show that release of proaerolysin was virtu-

 ally completely inhibited by the presence of

 the proton ionophore carbonyl cyanide m-

 chlorophenyl hydrazone (CCCP) in the new

 media. The most obvious interpretation of

 this result is that export of proaerolysin

 across the outer membrane is somehow cou-

 pled to the electrochemical gradient across

 the inner membrane and that the gradient is

 dissipated by CCCP. Such a system, which
 involves TonB and other proteins, is said to

 be required for the import of colicins and

 some nutrients across the outer membrane

 of E. coli (10).

 Another possibility is that CCCP abolish-

 es a proton gradient across the outer mem-

 brane that is required for proaerolysin ex-

 port. If this were the case, then reducing the

 size of the gradient by lowering the pH of
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 Aeromonas hydrophila (5), and choleragen of

 Vibrio cholerae (6). Like outer membrane and

 periplasmic proteins, they first cross the
 inner membrane, and their signal sequences

 are removed before they are released into the

 periplasm. From there they somehow cross

 the outer membrane and appear in the cul-

 ture supernatant as water-soluble proteins.
 How they get through the outer membrane

 is not understood. Although there are large

 concentration gradients between the peri-

 plasm and the exterior for both proaerolysin

 in A. hydrophila and choleragen in V. chol-

 erae, it is hard to imagine how the concen-

 tration of the proteins could be enough to

 drive them across the outer membrane. Nor
 can transfer be a consequence of covalent

 modification, as the periplasmic forms of

 both proteins are functionally and physically

 indistinguishable from the forms isolated

 from the culture supernatants.

 The secretion of proteins across the inner

 bacterial membrane requires an electro-

 chemical gradient (7). Membrane potentials

 and chemical gradients of protons are not

 usually considered as potential driving

 forces for protein export, however, because

 the holes formed by porins in the outer

 membrane are believed to allow free move-

 ment of small molecules. Nevertheless, there

 is some evidence that an appreciable electri-

 cal potential can exist across the outer mem-

 brane of E. coli because of the large concen-

 tration of negative charges in the periplasm,

 and it is estimated that the pH of the

 periplasm should be significantly lower than

 the pH of the exterior medium (8).
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 THE otrrER MEMBRANE OF GRAM-

 negative bacteria is thought to be a

 rather inert structure that allows the

 free movement of small molecules through

 holes created by porins but forms a barrier

 to large molecules like proteins (1). Yet this
 membrane must be crossed by proteins that

 are released into the culture supernatant by

 the Gram-negative species capable of export.

 The mechanisms used to accomplish this

 have received little attention, in part because

 Escherichia coli does not appear to have a

 general extracellular secretory system. Re-

 lease of proteins by this species requires the

 participation of other gene products or re-
 sults from rupture of the outer membrane

 (2).

 The limited evidence available from re-

 search with other species suggests that two

 general pathways are followed during pro-
 tein export (3). In the first, the two mem-

 branes appear to be crossed simultaneously,
 at zones of adhesion. This pathway would

 seem to be the least complicated and most

 direct, yet of those proteins studied, only

 exotoxin A of Pseudomonas aeruginosa is said
 to be released in this way (4). Other proteins

 traverse the inner and outer membranes in

 separate steps, entering the periplasm dur-

 ing transit. Two examples are proaerolysin,

 the precursor of the hemolytic toxin of
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